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[Translator’s notes are bracketed, handwritten text is italic]

#Ct-143/7gs/01.17.79/Top Secret/Special Folder
RESOLUTION
Of the Secretariat, Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
Re: Request from the Leadership of the Communist Party of Chile
1. [It is hereby resolved to] grant the request of the leadership of the Communist
Party of Chile and accommodate in the USSR 20 Chilean comrades to undergo a
special training course for a term of up to two months.
The accommodation shall be the responsibility of the International Department and
the Department of Administrative Affairs of the CC CPSU, and the Committee for
State Security of the USSR shall arrange for their special training.
2. Expenses borne by the Chilean comrades when traveling from the country of
residence to Moscow and then to the point of destination, as well as living
expenses and those involved in equipment while in the USSR, shall be charged to
the Party budget.
[Follow 12 illegible signatures]
________________________________________________________________
Excerpts from above resolution forwarded to Comrades… [illegible handwriting]
12/01.12.79/ Stamp [illegible]/ Copies forwarded 01.17.79 [Signed] Khalturina
________________________________________________________________
[CC CPSU logo]/#Ct-143/7gs/01.17.79
Excerpt from Protocol [Minutes] #143§7gs, Secretariat of the CC [CPSU]
Re: Request from the Leadership of the Communist Party of Chile
1. [It is hereby resolved to] grant the request of the leadership of the Communist
Party of Chile and accommodate in the USSR 20 Chilean comrades to undergo a
special training course for a term of up to two months.
The accommodation shall be the responsibility of the International Department and
the Department of Administrative Affairs of the CC CPSU, and the Committee for
State Security of the USSR shall arrange for their special training.
2. Expenses borne by the Chilean comrades when traveling from the country of
residence to Moscow and then to the point of destination, as well as living
expenses and those involved in equipment while in the USSR, shall be charged to
the Party budget.
SECRETARY OF THE CC
_________________

Copies hereof forwarded to Comrades Andropov, Ponomaryov, Pavlov
4it
_____________________________________________________________
Top Secret/099
Attention: CC CPSU
Re: request of the leadership of the Communist Party of Chile
The leadership of the Communist Party of Chile has sent a request (enclosed
herewith) that the USSR accommodate 20 Chilean comrades, including 12 from
Chile and 8 CPC cadre figures who reside in various countries. The CPC
leadership request that expenses borne by the aforementioned comrades when
traveling to Moscow and back, to the point of destination, be recompensed.
We believe this request of the CPC leadership should be granted. This matter has
been coordinated with the Committee for State Security of the USSR (Comrade
Chebrikov).
Enclosed herewith is a draft resolution of the CC CPSU.
(Signed)
K. Brutents, Deputy Head, International Department, CC CPSU
January 11, 1979/#25-C-57
__________________________________________________________
Top Secret/Translated from the Spanish/0075
C/O Central Committee, CPSU
Esteemed Comrades:
In accordance with the program aimed at aiding the organization of our party in the
country, we hereby request that Moscow accommodate 12 comrades from Chile to
undergo a course of training in clandestine techniques. We would like to use their
visit to exchange data between the members of the [Party] leadership who are
within and without the country.
In addition, we request that you accommodate and arrange for a similar course of
training for 8 comrades who reside in various countries. In other words, we request
that you train a total of 20 persons in 1979.
We believe that the comrades to arrive from Chile will be able to start arriving in
March 1979. We further believe that they will leave this country and return using
legal [legitimate] documents [ID papers]. However, two or three of them may have
to use illegal [counterfeit] documents, in which case we would expect your
assistance.
We [further] request that you recompense the expenses involved in the travel of the
above-mentioned comrades [to your country] and back, to the point of destination.

Fraternally yours,
Jorge Montes,
On behalf of the Political Commission,
CC, Communist Party of Chile
Moscow, Dec. 29, 1978
__________
(Signed) Translated by I. Rybalkin/Iag

